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About This Software

Space2D allows you to create highly detailed space scenes in seconds, generating stars, nebulae, suns and planets on parallax
layers. Create parallax starfields and neb 5d3b920ae0
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im not sure is worth the money. because you only generate planets and you cant make your own. i can make some basic 3d
planets if i just put them in some main file like C:Program Files (x86)SteamsteamappscommonSpace2DPlanets this would be
1000X better. or if i can make background parallax. after all its not bad,but limited.. First of all: Awesome software! Secondly:
it would be awesome, if there were a few more options for the really big planet in the foreground, it would be nice if you could
place it as background! Other than that I have no regards buying this software, it's awesome, you should buy it too, either just to
experiment or for great posters, games etc.. First of all: Awesome software! Secondly: it would be awesome, if there were a few
more options for the really big planet in the foreground, it would be nice if you could place it as background! Other than that I
have no regards buying this software, it's awesome, you should buy it too, either just to experiment or for great posters, games
etc.. im not sure is worth the money. because you only generate planets and you cant make your own. i can make some basic 3d
planets if i just put them in some main file like C:Program Files (x86)SteamsteamappscommonSpace2DPlanets this would be
1000X better. or if i can make background parallax. after all its not bad,but limited.. (Edited review to correct a feature that was
misunderstood) This product feels like the result of someone using Grand Designer (another procedural space/planet making
app- sold here, on STEAM) and feeling like it was too complicated and did too much. This is a much simpler product for
making spacescapes. It can generate random planets and nebulae and a sun and planet(s). You can edit the hue (color balance)
brightness effects, size and add city to the surface of the near planet. On first addition, the city is a blur of lights on the surface.
Exporting your image is as easy as can be, you pick the folder location and the name of the Project and SAVE. You have the
choice of large resolutions and can Export as separate layers, which keeps the transparency intact. It's broken into a good
number of layers. Sun, Near planet (close surface), stars1, Stars2, Nebulae. There's a way to import your own objects so adding
planets/spaceships/text is easy - long as you remeber they will import as static objects and NOT react to the sun's light. I don't
want to keep mentioning another app, but it's best to understand that this is a quick and easy way to create space scenes and
backdrops. If you want to have more control and options and edit the terrain on the surface or the amount of water or the
amount of clouds, Grand Designer is a much more robust program, but it is also more costly, has a bit higher learning curve and
some aspects are not as intuitive- meaning you will want to watch at least one of the tutorials. I recommend both programs and
will be using them together.. (Edited review to correct a feature that was misunderstood) This product feels like the result of
someone using Grand Designer (another procedural space/planet making app- sold here, on STEAM) and feeling like it was too
complicated and did too much. This is a much simpler product for making spacescapes. It can generate random planets and
nebulae and a sun and planet(s). You can edit the hue (color balance) brightness effects, size and add city to the surface of the
near planet. On first addition, the city is a blur of lights on the surface. Exporting your image is as easy as can be, you pick the
folder location and the name of the Project and SAVE. You have the choice of large resolutions and can Export as separate
layers, which keeps the transparency intact. It's broken into a good number of layers. Sun, Near planet (close surface), stars1,
Stars2, Nebulae. There's a way to import your own objects so adding planets/spaceships/text is easy - long as you remeber they
will import as static objects and NOT react to the sun's light. I don't want to keep mentioning another app, but it's best to
understand that this is a quick and easy way to create space scenes and backdrops. If you want to have more control and options
and edit the terrain on the surface or the amount of water or the amount of clouds, Grand Designer is a much more robust
program, but it is also more costly, has a bit higher learning curve and some aspects are not as intuitive- meaning you will want
to watch at least one of the tutorials. I recommend both programs and will be using them together.. I love it! Frankly it's a
limited tool but even to someone quite OK with digital art its well worth it as a time saver. A LOT of fun to play with! Current
projects I'm working on generic star/planet stuff in the background is all I need. Visual novel and 3dcg comic. Yes I can make
things with 3d, render them, correct a dozen errors with software, etc. The "Time Saver" alone is well worth it. Don't have time
to work on a game right now, but it will certainly be used when I do. I do have that 2d side scroller kit thing. Also you can
import your objects. I found success with .png format - and I used Affinity photo to edit. I reccomend that program highly if
you want something fast and -shop level without paying a ton to just 'subscribe'. Just copied on new layer, selected and cut/made
invisible all I didn't want, export to .png - was able to import, rotate, play with color/size, scale etc. Therefore: If you want to
import your Space Ship, superhero, Alien relical etc. you should be just fine. Some suggestions for the maker: 1 - need option of
more than one sun, with lighting effects. 2 - Need to be able to shuffle the layers, so things can be ahead/behind stuff without
deleting/loading. 3 - Increase the liabrary of planets, stars, add meteors, etc. 4 - customizable user liabrary for added objects. 5 -
for light/shade need a "behind/ahead" option so some objects can be behind the sun as far as light goes.
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